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Acoem is a global leader in Industry 4.0 reliability solutions and services
Leveraging digitalisation through Artificial Intelligence for augmented
mechanics
Acoem’s CEO, Fabien Condemine: we are expanding the Group's footprint in
North America
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Richmond VA, 2 June, 2021. Acoem’s vision of becoming the world
leader in Industry 4.0 reliability solutions and services took another leap
forward this week with the acquisition of the Reliability division of US
asset Integrity and Reliability company, Reliability Point.
Reliability Point, under the leadership of its President, Robert Arnold,
has been providing the US market with reliability based proactive
maintenance and condition monitoring services and solutions from its
headquarters in Baton Rouge, Louisiana for more than quarter of a
century. Its close and productive working relationship with Acoem
began over 20 years ago, through its distribution and use of
VibrAlign-branded condition monitoring, shaft alignment and
machinery diagnostics equipment. VibrAlign, now part of the Acoem
Group, began serving the US market in 1983.

“

“Reliability Point and Acoem share the same
long-term objectives and a common culture, with an
emphasis on individuals, which makes this
integration a natural fit,” remarked John Walden,
COO, Acoem USA.
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“We have worked hand in hand with Acoem for many
years and have gotten to know the Acoem family.
Between our service capabilities and their
future-focused solutions, together, I believe we have
the best and most encompassing reliability offering
on the market,” remarked Robert Arnold, former
President, Reliability Point, and now Director,
Industry 4.0 Reliability Services, Acoem USA.

Leveraging services digitalisation
Intelligence for augmented mechanics.
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As a distributor and sales agent for Acoem solutions, Reliability Point has
first-hand knowledge of Acoem’s commitment towards broadening its service
offering and leveraging digitalisation through Artificial Intelligence for
augmented mechanics. Acoem customers also benefit from significant offshore
maintenance analysis capabilities, in particular, through its professional
network in India.

For Acoem, the decision to fold Reliability Point into the company was clear cut.
It will allow the company to build its reliability service capabilities across the US,
provide greater support to its customers, and work with a team that is highly
experienced in digitised reliability solutions, automated diagnostics and remote
access data analysis.
As the world evolves towards Industry 4.0, Acoem is continually looking at new
ways to enhance its product and service offering to ensure that its customers
can protect their critical rotating assets, extend the life of their machinery and
avoid costly repairs or breakdowns.

“

“As a global company focused on supporting
businesses on their transformation journey and
adoption of Industry 4.0 technologies, we are thrilled to
welcome Reliability Point into the Acoem family,”
commented Fabien Condemine, CEO, Acoem.
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"With Reliability Point on board, we are expanding the
Group's footprint in North America. Acoem is now fully
positioned to reinforce its Smart Industry offering and
provide its superior global digital ecosystem for
augmented mechanics and machine health monitoring
to customers across the country.”

At Acoem, we create environments of possibility
— helping organisations find the right balance between progress and preservation —
safeguarding businesses and assets, and maximising opportunities while conserving the planet’s resources.
We deliver unrivalled, interoperable AI-powered sensors and ecosystems that empower our customers to make enlightened
decisions based on accurate information. Together with 150 distributors, our 800+ employees work across 27 offices, 5
manufacturing facilities and 3 R&D centres in 11 countries- to provide trusted, holistic data solutions for customers worldwide.
Acoem links possibilities with protection. For more information visit acoem.com.
Evolem has been supporting ACOEM since 2011 as part of its incubator platform strategy of medium-sized companies, with an
entrepreneurial and responsible approach in a long-term vision of investment. www.evolem.com

